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Mimicry and other forms of disguise play a vital
part in the survival of most insect species. Here a
looper caterpillar, family Geometridae, adopts this
pose in which it resembles a stem or twig and
thus escapes detection by a predator. Photo by
Densey Clyne.
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This hawk moth, Theretra queenstandi, lives on the stinging tree Dendrocnide excetsa without injury.
When disturbed it suddenly displays two prominent eye-spots on its thorax which may sometimes scare a
potential predator. This phenomena occurs in many moth families either on the wings of the adult or on the
larva as in the specimen pictured. Photo by Densey Clyne.
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FROM THE INSIDE

This is the first issue in the new design for Australian Natural History magazine. It
stands as one of The Australian Museum's most important means of communication with
the public and for that reason we are most concerned with meeting changes in tastes
and preferences among other potential subscribers.
The Royal Zoological Society made its first awards of the Whitley Medal during
1979 and at their presentation the President of the Society, Dr Michael Augee, drew
attention to the "inevitable communication barrier between the specialist and
generalist", a barrier often felt between scientists and members of the public. He said
that "the main avenue of communication remains the printed word" and that in making
the Whitley Awards one of the Society's hopes was to show that accuracy in the printed
word does not need to mean dullness. It is with such ideas in mind that we have
redesigned Australian Natural History. We hope we have made it a more attractive
magazine, while not sacrificing accuracy or information. The magazine is intended as a
reliable source of information on the natural history of Australia and the surrounding
regions.

Beauty greets every visitor to Lizard Island on
the Great Barrier Reef. An appreciation of this
natural asset is vital at a time when the future of the
Reef itself has become a matter for discussion.
Sunset from the Lizard Island Research Station
(top). The crinoid (or feather star) Himerometra
robustipinna on Acropora coral (above). Photos by
Charlotte Short/The Australian Museum.

This first issue is special in many ways. There is a concentration on photographs. A
place like The Australian Museum has access to a wonderful range of nature
photography; not only do we have our own excellent staff photographers, there is too,
the National Photographic Index of Australian Wildlife which has been established in
association with the Museum, and the many contributors to the magazine. We thought
readers should have more benefit from this resource.
Philip Green, an outstanding amateur photographer, and Densey Clyne, well known
for her photographic studies of the miniature world of insects and spiders, have both
made important contributions to this issue. Photography plays an important part in the
working of a museum. It is often a tool in research and may be the only record of extinct
species or old cultures. The Hurley collection of 1922 Papua New Guinea photographs,
held by the Museum and featured in this issue, are a case in point.
Books seem to have been in the foreground of activities of the Museum lately. Rare
and Curious Specimens, a history of The Australian Museum, was published last year to
commemorate its sesquicentenary and you will read about it in this issue. The Whitley
award winners are also reviewed in this issue.

I do hope you will enjoy this first number of Volume 20 and the new design. We
would love to hear your comments, favourable or otherwise, and hope you will help us to
make it a better form of communication.
Susan Quirk
Editor.

LOVE TEMPLES
OF THE BOWERBIRDS

People who are forever collecting miscellaneous items are often called
'bowerbirds'. The colloquialism has its origin in the behaviour of some members of the
family Ptilonorhynchidae, the bowerbirds which are unique to Australia and New Guinea.
They are closely related to the birds of paradise, family Paradisaeidae. The common
name 'bowerbird' derives from the male's habit of building a bower or a theatre for
display to the female. Some species array the bower with a most amazing collection of
objects. Philip Green, self-taught naturalist and world renowned photographer, is particularly fascinated by bowerbirds and has been able to closely study the satin bowerbird on his Jillaby property in the Gosford district of NSW. The photographs on this and
following pages and the stories with them are a result of seven years of dedicated study
by Philip Green in an intensively citrus-cultivated 2km 2, bounded on one side by a
sclerophyll forest.
A torrent of loud 'aarks' penetrates the
early morning valley mists announcing the
commencement of the strange courtship of
the satin bowerbird Ptilonorhynchus violaceus.
At sunrise the male flies to his tree-top
lookout. After a brief preening session he commences calling a female; a movement in the
tree-tops indicates her approach and the male
quickly drops to the forest floor and moves to
his 'arbour'.
Bizarre yet beautiful is the mating ritual of
the satin bowerbird. Not content to court one
female, a dominant male will have mated with
up to five or more females by the end of the six
month breeding season. During seven years
spent in observation I watched ten courtship
rituals of these polygamous birds living on the
edge of a forest and surrounded on all other
sides by various forms of human settlement.

A fallen log in dappled sunlight is the most
favoured site for bower building by male satin
bowerbirds (above). Walls of the bower are built of
sticks from the surrounding bush; up to 500 sticks
may be used, each one carefully selected for
uniform length and diameter, each one firmly
planted in the platform of the bower. Decoration of
the bower is generally placed on the northern
aspect of the platform.

This beautiful study of a female satin bowerbird
(left) timidly entering the bower avenue shows the
delicate colour patterns of the breast plumage to full
advantage. Throughout her life the female is clad in
softer and more varied colours than the adult male.
Juvenile males are similar n
i appearance with the
female until four years old, when the beak begins to
turn white. Full adult male plumage does not appear
until the seventh year.
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As a prelude to the bower display the male
gives voice to a variety of quivering calls
designed to entice the female into the painted,
flower-decked bower. Branch by branch she
hesitatingly approaches until she alights at the
rear of the bower. Eyes bulging with excitement the male crams his beak with blossoms
and perhaps a more solid decorative piece
from his collection. This activity in no way
inhibits his vocal activity. At this point the
female timidly moves forward and enters the
bower avenue from the rear. The male display
increases in tempo, the lavender edge of his
iris becomes brighter, he fans his tail and
lowers his head, proffering his bouquet or a
tasty insect morsel. His repertoire continues
with an astounding concert of mimicry of local
birdcalls including a perfect rendition of a
kookaburra's rollicking laugh. He now stands
on stiffened legs with body feathers fluffed out
and gives voice to a torrent of harsh notes.
Selecting another display item the male commences his last act of the courtship dance with
a strange whirring noise punctuated by
dazzling flashes of outflung wings . . . without
warning he shies violently sideways and
quickly mounts the female crouching in the
avenue. This performance, which may last half
an hour, is performed many times.
The ritual ended, the female is summarily
dismissed and withdraws to the forest to commence her task of nest building, incubation
and care of the young. Lady of all work she

carries out all the nesting duties without any
assistance from the male who remains
engrossed in caring for his arbour and winning
new mates.
Usually situated amid the forest undergrowth the bower is often positioned near a
fallen log or a moss-covered rock in a dappled
patchwork of sunlight. The bower consists of a
mat of sticks and dried grass stems upon
which two sturdy parallel walls of sticks are
erected. Walls are formed by thrusting slender
twigs a few centimetres into the platform.
Each wall may contain up to 500 sticks
gathered from the surrounding forest. In one
bower kept under close observation the walls
were maintained by the bird at a height of
30cm enclosing an avenue 12cm wide and
23cm long. The satin bowerbird is a most
selective builder, rejecting any sticks which do
not conform to his standards of straightness
and a uniform 2mm in diameter. For some obscure reason the avenue is always orientated
in a north-south direction. A. J. (Jock) Marshall, noted Australian naturalist, once carefully altered the orientation of an avenue only
to have the bird return it to its original position. The bower may be used year after year.
In surroundings isolated from human habitation the collection of display objects will
include naturally occurring items such as
parrot feathers, flowers, snail shells and berries. On more than one occasion I have seen a
length of sloughed snake-skin among the collection of decorative items. Although a partiality for the colour blue is shown, four other
colours are assembled: greenish-yellow
flowers and berries; brown cicada cases and
snail shells; bright yellow flowers; and grey
paper-wasp nests or sloughed snake-skin. Ob·
jects placed experimentally on the bower
which do not conform to this colour criterion
will promptly be removed. Shape and form also
influence the bird's choice. For example
brown snail shells are readily used but leaves
and stones of a similar colour placed on the
bower are immediately rejected.
Where the bird has ready access to
human habitation he will help himself to any
blue domestic items such as clothes pegs.
One bower on the forest fringe close to a
school displayed a collection of 31 0 objects of
which 143 were blue plastic straws.
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Painting the bower is another interesting
behaviour pattern about which little seems to
be known. The paint is formed by mixing saliva
with a thoroughly masticated foreign material.
This material varies according to the individual-bark, charcoal or other vegetable
matter are most frequently used. One bird
observed during this study deposited a small
piece of decaying bark on the perimeter of the
platform to obviate repeated trips into the
forest each time paint was required. Scraping
it with his bill he obtained a powdery
substance for the paint mixture.
The beak serves as a brush to paint the interior walls of the avenue. During painting sessions, lasting up to five minutes, a jabbing,
nibbling motion repeated once every second is
used to transfer the paint onto the sticks. This
ritual is most frequent during the early hours of
the morning. The freshly applied paint contains
innumerable fine particles and fibres suspended in a salivary liquid. One hour after
application the paint is thoroughly dry and
appears as a matted brown fibrous coating
adhering to individual sticks which can be
easily removed by lightly rubbing with the
fingers. There are a number of theories as to
the purpose of bower-painting. Some
observers suggest that it is a substitute for
courtship feeding whilst others believe it
provides visual or olfactory identification of
the bower.
All male satin bowerbirds are promiscuous
and need to possess a territory frequented by
large numbers of females. The dominant male
occupies the prime territory. Domination is
determined by superiority in brief physical encounters, but should a dominant bird die or for
some reason be incapable of defending his
bower a lesser male will immediately take control. All males in the region will then move 'one
rung up the ladder'.

Courtship display begins as the female
approaches the bower-generally from the rear
(top). The male shows great excitement, crams his
beak with flowers-wattle blossom in this case-as
the female timidly moves forward along the avenue,
to the male accompaniment of harsh notes,
sometimes interspersed with mimicked birdsongs.
Tail fanning, stitt-legged strutting, presentation of
his bouquet follow in rapid sequence (centre and
below). The grand finale of this act begins with the
selection of another display item, a strange whirring
noise and some dazzling wingflashes. The third picture of this sequence is actually a practice of this
display exercised on a communal platform bower.

When opportunity affords, a rival male will
go so far as to wreck his opponent's avenue.
Beakfuls of sticks go flying through the air in all
directions. One bower kept under constant
surveillance for seven days was demolished
five times by a rival. Complete destruction of
one avenue containing 300 to 500 sticks was
accomplished in an unbelievable two minutes.
During the non-breeding season from late
summer to early winter most bowerbirds roam
the forest valleys in flocks, following ripening
native and cultivated fruits. This diet is supplemented with nectar, succulent herbage and
insects. When mid-winter heralds the beginning of the breeding season the wandering
flocks disperse and adult males return to their
former territories. Every activity for the following six months is influenced by the courtship
process.
The nest is usually constructed high in
densely foliated trees some distance from the
bower. In normal seasons two eggs are laid,
their colouration merging with the mottled pattern of the leaf-lined nest. Incubation extends
over approximately 21 days. The young are
naked when hatched but fluffy down soon
appears and after 19 days they clamber out,
although still unable to fly, and begin exploring
the world around them.
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Blue is the favourite colour used in selecting
items for bower decoration (right). although the
colour scheme always includes yellow, green,
brown and grey. No departure from this scheme is
tolerated and when Philip Green attempted to introduce additional colours his offerings were firmly rejected as can be seen by the picture of a male
removing red plastic pegs placed among his own
collection of traditional items. Pilfering is not confined to pegs, the bower pictured lower right was
built near a school. Of the 31 O objects used 143 of
them were blue plastic drinking straws.

The female tutors her young in the ways of
the wild and once able to fend for themselves
they join roving bands of immature males. A
long apprenticeship in the art of courtship
follows for it takes six years for the satin
bowerbird to become fully qualified. For the
first two years construction efforts by young
males scarcely get past a flat mat of sticks
termed a platform bower. A young male will
occasionally attempt to place a stick in a vertical position. Varying contortions are effected
to drive the stick into the platform and it takes
some time to acquire the knack of turning the
head sideways as mature birds do to 'plant' the
sticks in a vertical position. In the final years of
development bower painting practice commences, a learning process which, as far as I
am aware, has never been recorded on film.
Initially the bird under observation
endeavoured to munch up a parrot feather
apparently for the purpose of obtaining paint.
This proving unsuccessful, he selected a
yellow weed from a few display items collected and again commenced munching. Using
a motion similar to that employed by adult birds
whilst painting he tried to stick the partially
masticated weed on the wall of the avenue.
This too met with failure and the weed was
discarded. A two-minute painting session ensued using pure saliva.
During the fourth year the male becomes
easily distinguishable from the female as his
formerly dark beak begins to change to adult
white. Vigorously practising the courtship
display, fifth year males, with fully coloured
adult bill, have mastered the courtship technique. In fact they are now capable of mating
and ready to enter into competition with other
adult blue males as an 'architect-owner' of an
avian temple of love.
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Ten species of bowerbirds are found in
Australia: the golden bowerbird Priondura newtoniana; regent bowerbird Sericulus chrysocephalus;
satin bowerbird Ptilonorhynchus violaceus; fawnbreasted bowerbird Chlamydera cerviniventris;
great bowerbird Ch/amydera nuchalis; western
bowerbird Chlamydera guttata; spotted bowerbird
Chlamydera maculata; tooth-billed bowerbird
Ailuroedus dentirostris; spotted catbird Ailuroedus
melanotis; green catbird Ai/uroedus crassirostris.
Philip Green's camera has brought us these closeup studies of three of these species. In the highland
rainforest of north-eastern Queensland, in a very
restricted area near the coastline. lives the golden
bowerbird (top far left). This medium-sized species
(23-26cm) builds one of the most fantastic bowers
to be found in Australia. It begins as a collection of
twigs and sticks interwoven around the bases of two
saplings growing approximately one metre apart.
Each year the bird adds more twigs until the structures are joined between the two bases in a
U-shaped formation. the sides rising up the trunks
sometimes to a height of 76cm (top left). The bird
leaves a horizontal branch or root in the centre as a
display perch. The toothbilled catbird (centre far
left) gets its common name from its notched bill.
useful in cutting leaves which figure largely in the
diet and bower decorating activities of this 23cm
denizen of north-eastern Queensland. The 'bower·
consists of a cleared 'stage· or 'playground' about
3m in diameter. Leaves placed on the playground
number from 40 to more than 100 all deposited pale
side uppermost (centre left). Fresh leaves are
brought to the stage each morning, withered leaves
are removed each evening. Males sing their
serenades from regularly used perches a few
metres above the display area. Along the coastal
forest of Queensland and New South Wales live the
brilliantly marked regent bowerbirds (below). Rarely
seen. these shy members of the bowerbird family
are believed to be fairly common in suitable stands
of forest between the Gosford-Wyong district of
NSW, along the lower slopes of the Great Dividing
Ranges and the coastal lowlands of southern
Queensland. Bowers of the regent bowerbirds are
less elaborate than those of satin bowerbirds,
decoration is far less showy and concentrated
within the bower avenue. The bower itself is much
smaller than that of most species and is usually inconspicuously placed under dense bush. One
unusual claim made by observers of this species is
that it builds two bowers. one rather fragile structure
used only for a brief period and another more
substantial bower for permanent use. Because of its
timidity and the fact that its bower is smaller and
secretive not a great deal is known of its display and
breeding habits in the wild.

MYSTERY IN
MUSEUM HISTORY

Until recently no one questioned the celebration of The Australian Museum's
sesquicentenary in 1977. However, late in 1979 the museum published a history of its
first 1 50 years, called Rare and Curious Specimens and the book poses an intriguing
question-just when did The Australian Museum begin?
To some, that grand building on the corner of College and William Streets in Sydney
has always been there. Museums somehow impart a feeling of permanence and
inevitability.
To the trustees of The Australian Museum, however, its existence began in 1827.
In that year a letter from Earl Bathurst in London to Lt. General Darling gave approval for
'commencement' of a museum.
The letter was as follows:
Colonial Office
Downing Street
30 March, 1827
Lt-General Darling
etc. etc. etc.
Sir,
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suggests that Holmes did not in fact take up
his post until some time in 1829, and that this
then should be regarded as the first year of the
museum.
He tantalisingly poses questions for future
scholars who may help to complete the story
of the sequence of events between Bathurst's
letter and the appointment of Holmes.
All of this, of course, raises the questionjust what constitutes a museum and when can
a museum be said to have been established.

It having been represented to me that it
would be very desirable were the Government
to afford its aid towards the formation of the
Public Museum at New South Wales where it is
stated that many rare and curious specimens
of Natural History are to be procured, I do
myself the honour to acquaint you that
although I feel a difficulty in authorising the
commencement of any Building for that purpose until an Estimate of the expense shall
have been first submitted to my consideration,
yet I am disposed in the meantime, to allow a
sum, not exceeding £200 per annum, to be
disbursed for the purpose of assisting in the
accomplishment of this object, and as one of
the first steps towards ensuring its success
seems to be the sending out some proper
person to assist in collecting and arranging
such specimens as it may be possible to procure in that quarter, I have been further induced to consent to the appointment of a
young man to that particular duty who has
been recommended to me as peculiarly fitted
for it, and who will, therefore, be immediately
sent out to the Colony in the capacity of
Zoologist with the same rate of salary and
allowances as appear to have been given to Mr
Fisher, the present intendant of the Botanic
Gardens at Sydney.
I have, etc.
Bathurst

No other country but Australia "has ever
produced a more extraordinary assemblage of
indigenous productions: no country has
proved richer than Australia in every branch of
natural history". The Australian Museum has
thus become the nation's celebration of this
"extraordinary assemblage".

It had been previously assumed that the
"young man" was a William Holmes and that he
was sent from London as a result of Bathurst's
letter to become the "first custodian of the
infant collections of the Colonial Museum, the
original designation of the institution".

Although there have been years of failure
and turmoil, The Australian Museum has
become an educator, researcher, adviser and
entertainer and a place for people to wonder.
Geoffrey Blainey says it has become "the
great museum".

In pursuing background material for the
book, the most thorough history of the
museum yet to be attempted, author and
editor, Ronald Strahan, uncovered information
which led to some doubt about just when
Holmes took up his position although it seems
certain that Holmes was in fact "first
custodian", but Strahan offers evidence which

Not only does Rare and Curious
Specimens make interesting reading about
Australia's "great" museum but it is also a
valuable contribution to Australian history and
is a must for any personal or institution library.

A collection of curiosities, official recognition, a custodian and opportunity for the
public to view the collection-all seem to have
been important elements in the making of The
Australian Museum-as they would be for any
museum. Professor Geoffrey Blainey who
contributed the preface of the book, goes further. He points out that, in fact, The Australian
Museum has earnt its own place among
museums of the world.
To those who were just discovering this
new land in the late 1820s it was envisaged as
a scientific depot for the many rare and exotic
animals and plants which would inevitably be
found here. It would be a "grand encyclopaedia of knowledge on Australia and the
southwest Pacific, and a sedate entertainment
parlour wherein might be seen 'the many rare
and curious specimens of natural history' ".

Illustrations from the book form the bulk of
this article.
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